
Shopping List App with an Emphasis on
Simplicity - available for iPhone and Android
phones
Software startup company "bitwize10"
has released a shopping list app where
the primary goal is simplicity - with no
special or unnecessary features.

LJUBLJANA, SLOVENIA, November 25,
2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Software
startup company bitwize10 developed a
shopping list app where the primary goal
is simplicity: Super Simple Shopping List.
The app is not "just another" shopping
list app. It is unique, as it is from ground
up designed to be simple to use and
dummy proof. It uses colors to organize
items in categories. One or more items
can be added to any category in a single
step. It uses a custom layout which uses
the screen space more efficiently:
instead of placing items one below the
other (as apps usually do), items are
placed one after the other, just like words
in sentences.

Most apps try to be better than the competition by adding as many features as possible. Super Simple
Shopping List goes the opposite way. It gets rid of the clutter, so much that only the essential
components are left. Despite its simplicity, the app is still versatile enough, such that advanced users
will also appreciate it. The app was already reviewed by some sites, getting top scores everywhere.
User reactions, comments and ratings are also highly positive.

The app is available for iOS (iPhone&iPad) and Android devices:
http://www.bitwize10.com/app.php?p=sssl
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Perfection is achieved, not
when there is nothing more to
add, but when there is



nothing left to take away.
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